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UN Ambassador Marietta Tree At Issue; The Politics of Prayer 
Will Discuss 'Human Rights' z· . D 0 ~ 
Amba,,_. M.,..,, .. "'"'· u. •. • Re igious r orum pens omorrow 
representative t.o the U. N. Trustee-
ship Council, will discuss "Human 
Rights-the Great Challenge" at the 
first Forum lecture of the semester, 
Monday, February 15, at 7:30 p.m. in 
Pendleton Hall. From her position in 
the U. N., students can expect Am-
bassador Tree's emphasis to be on 
dependent territories and underde-
veloped countries, witti attention to 
the special problems t:>f human rights 
posed in these areas. 
Mrs. Tree, sister of former Gover-
nor Peabody, was born in Lawrence, 
Massachusetts, and has an extensive 
background as one of the hig'hest 
\\-omen in the U. N. From 1961-64, she 
was the U. S. Representative on the 
U. N. Commission of Human Rights. 
and in 1963 served also as a delegate 
to the Committee on Communications 
for Non-Self Governing Territories. 
She has been a member of the Social 
Committee of ECOSOCO in Geneva 
for four years, was the U. S. alter-
nate delegate to Nie Seventeenth Gen-
eral Assembly and Special Advisor to 
the U. S. mission to tile U. N. for 
the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Gen-
eral Assemblies. 
Actl\·e In Civil Rights 
Outside of her U. N. work. Mrs. 
Tree has been active in civil rights 
affairs. In 1944 she was one of the 
founders of Syderlham Hospital in 
New York City, one of the first inter-
Ambassador Marietta Tree, U. S. 
Representative to the U. N. Trultee-
ship Council and sister of former 
Governor Peabody to deliver Forum 
lecture. 
racial voluntary hospitals in the U.S. 
Mayor Wagner appointed her a com-
missioner of the City's Commission 
on Civil Rights in 1959, and she has 
been a member for many years Of 
ttie Board of the Nati:>nal Urban 
League and Neighborilood O'ilildren's 
Center, as well as a director of tile 
Tntematinnal Rescue Committee. Shf' 
was promoted to her present position 
in the U. N. just this past fall . 
Ba'"al, Bacon, and Badminton 
Nine To Be Laymen No More 
Promotions of nine members of 
the Wellesley College faculty effec-
tive in Septmber were announcd to-
day by President Margaret Clapp. 
Beverly J. Layman bas been pro-
moted from associate professor to 
professor of English. Advanced from 
assistant professor t.o associate pro-
fessor are: Mrs. Kathryn C. Turner, 
history; Marshall I. Goldman, eco-
nomics; Mrs. Patricia M. Spacks, 
English. 
Assistant Professors 
Named to the rank of assistant 
professor are: Miss Evelyn C. Barry, 
music; Mrs. Emily Dudek, chemis-
try; Arthur R. Gold, English; Mrs. 
Evelyn Howard, Jtiysical education; 
J. Kenneth Kuntz, Biblical History. 
Primarily concerned with English 
literature of the Renaissance and 
the 17th century and, in particular, 
the intellectual history of tile 16th 
century, Mr. Layman has been a 
member of the Wellesley English De-
partment since 1949. He received the 
B.A. degree from Roanoke College, 
the M.A. from the University of Vir-
ginia and Harvard University, and 
the Pb.D. from Harvard. 
lllatori&n 
An American historian, Mrs. Tur-
ner has taught at Wellesley since 
1955. A graduate of Goucher College, 
she received the M.A. and Ph.D. de-
grees from the University of Wiscon-
sin. 
A specialist on the Soviet economy 
with emptiasis on trade and distribu-
tion in the U.S.S.R., Mr. Goldman 
holds the B.S. degree from the Whar-
l'On School of ttie University of Penn-
sylvania and the M.A. and Ph.D. de-
~ from Harvard University. He 
joined the Wellesley faculty in 1958. 
18tb Century 
Mrs. Spaclcs Is especially concern-
duate of Rollins College, she obtain-
ed the M.A. degree at Yale Univer-
sity and the Ph.D. at the University 
of California. Before coming to Wel-
lesley in 1959 she ta~t at tile Uni-
versity of California, Indiana Univer-
sity, and the University of Florida. 
A musicologist, pianist, and harp-
sichordist, Miss Barry received the 
B.A. and M.A. degrees from Rad-
cliffe College and the Senior Diploma 
from the Longy School of Music. 
Mrs. Dudek, an inorganic chemist, 
is a graduate of Smith and holds the 
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from Rad-
cliUe College. Modes of autobiogra-
phy and 18th century literature are 
the special interests of Mr. Gold, a 
Princel'On grackiate who obtained the 
M.A. degree from Harvard Univer-
sity and' expects to receive the Ph.D. 
from Harvard this month. An auth-
ority on badminton, Mrs. Howard re-
ceived the B.S. from ttie University 
of California at Los Angeles and tfle 
M.S. in Hygiene and Physical Edu-
cation at Wellesley. Mr. Kuntz is an 
Old Testament scholar who mlds the 
B.A. degree from Grinnell College, 
the B.D. from the Yale University 
Divinity School, and the Th.D. from 
Union Theological Seminary. 
The New York City MisRion 
Society is sending a job recruit· 
er to Wellesley. On Feb. 17, 4:30 
In Pilllngs, Mr. Tom Torosian. 
director ot summer camps will 
talk about the Mission Society's 
three camps in Dover Plains, 
N.Y. : Green Acres (family 
camp)). Sharparoon (boy1:1 and 
girls ages 8·15), Teen Camp 
(leadership training, ages 16-19). 
ed with 18th century poetry. Agra- • ._ __________ .. 
"Religion and Politics: the School I 
Prayer Issue" is the central topic of 
discussion at the annual C'<iapel Reli-
gious Forum to be held this weekend. 
February 12-14. Speakers at the For-
um are concerned about the role of 
the Supreme Court in making deci-
sions about American religion, the 
concept of separation of Church and 
State and its implications for the 
country's religious life. 
William Muehl , the main speaker 
at t>he Forum, will talk about the 
"School Prayer Issue", in Alumnae 
Hall at 8 p.m. on Friday, February 
12. Mr. Muehl, who has often spoken 
in Chapel at Wellesley, will again 
give the Serm<>n this Sunday. Cur-
rently a professor at the Yale Divin 
ity School, Mr. Muehl has his LL.B. 
from the Michigan Law School and 
has written mu<il about the relation 
of Christian faith and social respon-
sibility, of religion and politics. 
By .Jacqueline Scbuker '1'7 
speakers are David Lowenthal, 
Chairman of ttie Wheaton College 
Government Department, Robert 
Drinan. a Jesuit Priest and Dean of 
the Boston College Law School, and 
Jack Zoerheide, Minister of a Uni-
tarian Church in Needham and Presi-
dent of ~he New England Unitarian-
L"niversalist Ministers Associafam. 
Handle Issue 
''The School Prayer issue is really 
their handle to catch on to and bring 
in any ottier ramifications or related 
topics they wish," explained Terry 
Ann Rothschild '65, who dhose the 
topic and planned the Forum. After 
an initial presentati:>n the panel will 
discuss questions raised by members 
of the audience. Terry expects that 
the discussion topics will shift to re-
leased time controversies, bussing of 
school children, Federal Aid to edu-
cation. a nd even American constitu-
tional law. 
question as in past years. hoping to 
have a topic of greater interest to a 
wide group or Wellesley stuldents and 
faculty. As part of the Religious 
Forum Mr. Alan Schecter of fue Po-
litical Science Department is speak-
ing in Ct!apel Thursday morning and 
Mr. Anthony D'Amato, also of that 
department, is speaking Friday 
morning to fill in some gaps in our 
kn:>wledge of the political and legal 
backgrounds of the school prayer is-
sue and of the religious and political 
controversies involved. 
AttemptedBomhing 
Rocks Golf House: 
Police Investigate 
A home-made time bomb wns 
planted in the men's room of ttie 
Golf ffi>use of the N~iden Golf 
Mr. Muehl's talk will be the start-
ing point for a panel discussi:m at 
10 a.m. in Jewett, Saturday, Febru-
ary 13. Mr. Victor Gourevitch of the Terry c'hose a current political is- Club last Monday. The bomb, de-
ment is moderator of the panel; me sue f.or this year's Religious Forum "bed. b \" ll 1 • F ' Chi f 
rather than an abstract philosophical scri Y .,e es ey s ire e W:.:_::el:.:.le.:..:s:.:.le:.:y:_Co_ll_e_:g.:...e_P_hi-losopll-~y;_De....:.p_art_-.;______________ James McFee as a "small incendiary 
Faculty To Answer Questions 
About Natural Law Seminar 
device" was wired to an alarm clock. 
1be fioor nearby was saturated with 
gasoline. 
According to Chief McFee, the 
bomb did go off but did no damage. 
It was reported at 4: 56 p.m. Then 
the Wellesley Fire department ar-
rived, they removed t'he bomb for 
analysis and investigation. The bomb 
is now being held at the office of the 
State Fire Marshal in Boston. 
''The quest for natural law has 
been traditionally identified with the 
quest for 0:1e good life. It is the tra-
dition whiCh has inClucnced almost 
all or the academic disciplines as we 
know them and in turn has been in-
Cluenced by them." With these words, 
Mr. Victor Gourevitch of the Phil-
osop:1y Department explained the 
significant relevance of t'he forth-
coming symposium on natural law. 
The syposium to be held on Febru-
ary 19 and 20 will feature three 
speakers as well as members of the 
faculty. It will seek to explore t'he 
philosophical and theological impli-
cations of natural law as well as 
considering various intellectual ob-
jections to this concept. 
Preparatory Preview 
Tomorrow Mr. Roger Jotlnson, Mr. 
Dante Germino and Mr. Gourevitc.h 
will hold a preliminary disC\ISsion on 
the problems of natural law in the 
Pope Room at 4:40 p.m. Their talks 
are in!ended to prepare students 
with a general background for the 
symposium itself. As Mr. Gourevitch 
said, "Sometimes lectures do not in-
tc1·cst the students because they !eel 
they arc unprepared and are faraid." 
Tomorrow's discussion will serve this 
preparatory function. 
<hTc actual symposium will open a 
week from tomot'l"'Ow. As first speak-
er Mr. Loo Straus. Professor of Boli-
tical Science at t'i1e University of 
Chicago will speak on "History and 
Natural Law" at 8: 00 p.m. in Alum-
nae Hall. Well known as a vigorous 
spokesman for views associated with 
natural law, 'he received his Ph.D. 
from the University of Hamburg. He 
has taugtt at the New School for 
Social Research as well as tile Uni-
versity of 0'1icago where he holds dle 
title of Distinguished Service Pro-
fessor. 
Saturday Schedule 
A panel discussion and two lec-
tures will be hekl in Alumnae Hall 
on Saturday. At 9 a.m. Mr. Anton C. 
Pegis, Professor of the History of 
Philosophy at tile Pontifical Institute 
of Medieval Studies, Toronto will 
speak on "Aquinas and the Natural 
Law". Mr. Lehmann is a former 
member of the Wellesley Biblical 
History Department and has taught 
at Princeton Theological Seminary, 
Union Theological Seminary and 
Harvard Divinity School. Professor 
Lehmann, Pegis, and Struas will hold 
a panel discussion at 2:00 p.m. Mr. 
Johnson, Mr. Gourevitcll and Mr. 
Germino will moderate and preside 
at tile verious lectures and discus-
sions. 
Foll Wrapped 
Earlier reports on the attr..,,pted 
bombing stated that the born!.> had 
not gone oU, but was wrapped too 
tightly in foil to explode. Indications 
were tf11at it was an amateuri~ at-
tempt to cause damage. 
Wellesley Police are now searching 
for the person or persons behind the 
planting of the bomb. 
Last Saturday a small fire at the 
Golf House was reported. 
Spring arrives at Wellesley-at least the Greenhouse where Joe Jennings 
admires the first flowers. Work at the Greenhouse this month ia con. 
centrated on preparation of an exhibition on plant propagation for the 
01nnual New Englilnd Flower Show in March. 
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EDITORIAlS 
Symptomatic 
Ha\ ing spent four years in single-minded 
endeavor, do many Wellcslc) girls graduate 
with a f ccling that they ha\'e somehow 
failed? According to a small poll of opinion 
taken by members of the i\' ews editorial 
staff, the (perhaps surprising answer is ~cs. 
.\ college graduate should certainly feel 
a definite amount of confidrnte in her 
major field. Of courl'e she docs not "know 
nrrything'', nor should she feel that ~he has 
"~rwn up'' her subject by graduation. hut 
she should have a foundation for continuing 
her studies, or dealing competently with the 
material she ha<; chosen as a central interest 
in her life. 
Why do so many girls lack a~c;urance 
about their ability to do thic;? Do they 
merely think they ha\'C failed, or did they 
actually achieve less at Welleslry then they 
might have achieved elsewhere? In either 
case, why docs it happen? 
.'\ feeling of inferiority in tenn~ of a dc-
manding but imprecise yardstick of meas-
urement per\'ades long before graduation. 
In some case" she has been discourgcd from 
the start. Some teachers seem to feel that 
fre~hmen and often upper-cla~c;mcn arc 
cocky and sclf-asc;urcd; they mutit be pulled 
clown a peg. This is all right, if they arc 
then given the means. the academic ap-
proachcc; and tcchniqu~, by which to 
"bouce back" and competently handle the 
material. But too often there is a mystique 
about the "right answer" and confusion 
about how to reach it which stifles people 
in clac;s and in writing papers. 
While we <0mmen<l those !eachers who 
can <lbcem a :-tudcnts difficulties, especially 
when she asks for special help, we recog-
nize that others seem unable to off er con-
Confusion? 
structi,·c cnt1c1sm. They assume that any-
one who has completed the beginning 
courses, and Freshman English, must know 
how to approach the subject and that her 
failure is not symptomatic of basic confu-
sion. 
\\' c don· t think she is unteachable. W c 
don· t mean that ~he should be coddled into 
cc.luration, but she can be taught. The 
prohlcm is particularly acute at a girls' 
~chocil. wht're studrnts arc ( it seems ) much 
Jc=-.o; willing to argue with or contradict 
authorities. Yet students do not bc.come in-
tcllectualh- daring or argumentatin·ly in-
cisi,·c by being pounced upon by them. A 
student i' not taught to forge new paths 
by c.ritical comments in which the teacher 
delights but which in no way illuminate 
ht'r prohlcms. For instance, "ThLs paper is 
rompktch lacking in fin esse.'' or "This 
paper issinffularly clumsy," or "You haven't 
handled thi<: topic well ... but I don't know 
hm' I wcrnkl clo it ('itl1cr." 
Th<'sc comments on papers merely tvpify 
the larger problrm. which incl11dt's both 
student.; and faculty-on the part of stu-
dents. hesitancy and need for approval, and 
on the part of faculty. imprecision in guid-
ance and unwillingness to give encourage-
ment. 
Finally, we learn from Socrates that every 
answer has within it a partial truth, a part 
of an answer. Only from those beginnings 
already lodged within the student can the 
student di~CO\'Cr the more accurate and 
more profound knowledge that leads to ex-
cellence. The student at Wellesley must be 
allowed confidence that her half-attempts 
and half-an:--wcrs can develop into knowl-
edge. because they are the foundation for 
academic achie\"emcnt. 
Tactical Problems 
After the snow melts and refreezes on 
the Yell ow Brick Path to the Vil, W ellcsley 
students are forced to navigate through a 
solidified sea of ice to reach Towne where 
they must make certain requisite purchases 
for the second semester of the academic 
term. This happens every year. Since the 
famous sidewalk is only within Wdlcsley's 
'sphere of influence', the College cannot 
take direct action in having it cleared off 
after each snowfall. We at News are fully 
aware of this fact But, we feel that the Col-
lege should encourage its most effective dip-
lomat Director of Residence Mrs. Eleanor 
Tenney, to negotiate with the Towne of 
Wellesley during this crucial period with 
hopes of reclaiming this troubled area. Ob-
viously, the Towne and College govern-
mental administrations a rc not co-aware of 
this problem. But now that this pres-;ing 
matter has been brought to the public eye, 
we hope that some constructive action will 
be taken to improve this hazardous condi-
tion ,which is a constant threat to the public 
safety of both Wellesley students and resi-
dents each winter during the months of 
February and March. 
Extra-Judicial 
Students should be aware that the Court 
of Justice consisting of students, faculty and 
members of the Administration is not the 
only body that reviews misconduct. In-
stances of academic dishonesty, e.g., plagi-
arism and cheating, go to the Committee 
on Discipline, cited on page 26 of the Gray 
Book, but not described there. Miss' Clapp 
is chairman, and the other members in-
clude Miss Frisch, Dean of Students, a 
faculty member elected for 4 years, who is 
at present Mrs. Patricia Spacks of the Eng-
lish Department, and two students, ex of-
fico: the Chief Justice and the Head of the 
House President's Council. The faculty 
member who is involved in a specific case 
also meets with the committee. 
Infringements of social regulations are 
regularly handled by the Court. However, 
in "special cases' of a very serious nature, a 
special selection of college officials can form 
a committee to review the case. As far as we 
know, in the past and in the most recent 
case, this purisdiction· has been assumed for 
the sake of the students involved and has 
been used to treat the students with an extra 
measure of consideration. 
World Needs 'Madwoman of Chaillot' 
To Set It Straight, Set Audience1Laughing 
by Robin ReiJig 
From Utopias to the UN, schemes 
for saving the world have abounded, 
but none has proven so enchanting 
as Jean Giraudoux's plot to free the 
world of the present "Reign of the 
Golden Calf" by losing its avaricious 
worshippers in t!he nether land below 
Paris's sewers. This sensible scheme 
ii:. t:1e project of The l\ladwoman of 
Challtot, who is currently reigning, 
'midst fantasy and joy, at the 
Charles Playhouse. 
As the audience recovers from its 
tumble through the looking glass, 
the "Madwoman's" simple solution 
for exterminating evil is rendered 
credible by a delicately-rendered per-
formance that combines gay repar-
tee, warm and colorful sets and cos-
tumes, well-integrated music, vibrant 
acting, and restrained "madness" to 
create a faery world where a "Mad-
woman" alone proves wise against 
today's deadening tide of conformity 
and limits to man's freedom. 
Sparkling Spectacle 
EmC'rging from her unreal world 
in long lace gowns and plumed caps, 
Dororhy Patten as the Madwoman 
at first uses a wC'ary, aged tone to 
reminisce that, however appropriate, 
lends dreariness to the first act. The 
pact> of this act is not often improved 
by the vaudeville stock, slick Corpor-
ation President, Broker, and Baron, 
played respectably and respectively 
by Earl Montgomery, Robert Gaus, 
.md Arthur E. Forman. 
The first act of this fanciful farce 
is filled with verbal games; indeed 
the play oftt>n sC'ems to exist ror 1'.1e 
Frenchman's love of fine talking and 
for its many brilliant movements in 
:iliemselves. Most of the play's con· 
"Cquent possibilities for supporting 
actors are finely executed in fue 
Charles' production. 
Vigorous Acting 
These happy momenl'i continue in-
to the far more cohesive and vigor-
.:>usly acted second act. Terrence 
'.:'urrier as the Sewer-man of Paris 
merrily shows the endless staircn.-;e 
.o a ·hell-like doom and stoutly re-
futes our common misconceptions 
:ibout the sewer worki ("they say we 
•.1ave a race of girls there who never 
see the light of day; that's not true: 
our girls see daylight three times 
a year"). 
Giraudou.x's underlying theme 
about the necessity of a compromise 
behveen reality and illusion becomes 
apparent as more madwomen, played 
by Margaretta Warwick, Violet Dunn, 
and a very vigorous EOa Reiss Mer-
in, assemble with amusing, if pitiful, 
zest to pet imaginary dogs, talk to 
imaginary voices, and face reality 
Jong enough to decide that a trial 
is necessary to judge the greedy 
"pimps" \\Ibo have robbed kind poor 
people of their money and-worse-
of their smiles. 
OU-In Paris! 
These evil people plan to transform 
Paris, including Cha.illot, into a field 
of Emel-like derricks by drilling be-
nea~h tier for oil (shocking!) and then 
usinb the oil to make war (scanda-
lous!). Miss Patten's sad words that 
"Humanity is now dedicated to the 
task of universal destruction" often 
seems as true today as when perspi-
cacious diplomat-author Giraudoux 
wrote them in the early 1940's. 
The fantastic trial's farce of jus-
tice-more amusing to us than our 
onw real farces of justice-is the pro-
duction's most exciting moment and 
provides its most consistently tine 
acting. Tom Toner as the eloquent 
Ragpicker, appointed defense for the 
absent Rio!'., captivates tbe audience 
with his vibrant and violent defense 
that money clings to him: no matter 
how many possessions and women 
(tch, tchl 1he buys, the poor fellow 
cannot get rid of it. As tlhe court, 
chorus-like, relieves the poor fellow 
of his problem. they dance a mazur-
ka out with spectacular effect. 
Delicate Interpretation 
Farces in the French tradition 
oomprehend tears as well as laughs 
and Miss Patten's performance is 
crowned by her magnificent bemoan-
ing of her lost youth and lover, and 
her attempt to unite Pierre (Paul 
Schmidt) and Irma, played. by the 
Jig'.1t, ingenuous Lynn Milgrim, be-
!ore there's another Madwoman in 
Paris." 
Although Miss Patten gaily repeats 
her cats' doubts as to ~ether hu-
manity is worth the trouble of sav-
ing, the play really seems to have 
no such doubts. Under Maurice Mur-
ray's controlled direction, the Charles 
Players, il anything, tend to depre-
cate the fantasy's possibilities .tor 
<CominlJU on PtJg• SwnJ 
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At Hotel Bostonian Talks on Handwriting, Type and Women Initiate 
Sturdy Beggars, Upright Poor Unique Book Arts Lab for Individual Projects 
Clash in Archetypal Struggle "Typography and Calligraphy", I ficent collection of several hundred duates of Wellesley's Book Arts Sem-and "Women in Printing" will be the volumes from the Grabhorn Press inar many have found their way into 
by Jane Steidemann '65 subjects of two lectures to be given was shelved in one comer o! the the book world through positions in 
Boston's best theatrical productions 
are to be seen on a tiny stage at the 
side entrance of the Hotel Bostonian. 
The present production which runs 
througtil Sunday is excellently pre-
sented, as always, but the play is 
more "interesting" t:han it is "com-
1ielling" and one leaves with a feel-
ing that it has been a pleasant and 
well-done-but superficial-spectacle. 
The play is Live Like Pigs by Eng-
lish playwrigtat John Arden. The 
scene is a housing project in Eng-
land, where the Sawneys, a colorful 
assortment of easy-going (but not ne-
cessarily happy) social outcasts have 
been ttirust into a tidy and respect-
able housing unit by the Welfare 
Department (or England's progres-
sive equivalent.) They had been 
evicted by the same departmnt from 
a rent-free boxcar, and inevitably 
they continue ltieir haphazard style 
of life. They "live like pigs." 
Which means to say tilat they do 
what their narrow-minded neighbors 
the Jacksons (whose house takes up 
an appropriately narrow one-eighth 
of ttie stage) would like to do. The 
Jacksons too were once crowded into 
slums, but they appreciate the Wel-
fare-State prescription of garden 
(well-kept), trees (well-pruned), side-
walks (well-tended), and surfacely 
proper behavior. 
eonmct of Types 
The conflict between two ways of 
JHe is ever present, and we suppose, 
l'll basic "idea" of the play hinges 
on its resolution, though the conflict 
is never quite convincing or moving. 
"Big Rachel," a one-time prostitute, 
(played by Josephine Lane) , seduces 
(with ease) her neigbbOr Mr. Jack-
son, until he runs off in embarrass-
ment and shame. Col (Joseph Maher) 
tries to seduce tbe Jacksons' tawdrily 
proper da\l&hter (Patricia Colllnee). 
and the near-witch Old croaker 
(Bronia Stefan) nearly convinces 
Mrs. Jackson (Patricia B. Hall) that 
she has eaten the Jacksons' cat. Yet 
these tensions don't prepare us tor 
the Jacksons' (and "well-behaved" 
society's) final retaliation. 
According to the author's own state-
ment about the play, the Sawneys 
are an anachronism, descended from 
sixteenth century "sturdy beggars," 
whose life is incompatible with the 
present confinements. Some of their 
"arcnetypal" quality does come 
through. as when Old Croaker, who is 
witch-like, but not quite old or crazy 
enough, chants and sets charms on 
the windows of the house for protec-
tion: 
"Nobody else, nobody else . . . 
Nick, nack, no . • • " 
Or when old work cbanteys, folk 
songs, and lamentation ballads are 
sung in the dark. 
Colorful Oiaracters 
The play succeeds because the 
characters are so colorful, lively and 
perfectly in control. In a small thea-
tre, stage and audience might be too 
close for successful illusion of cllar-
acter. Not here. Make-up and cloth-
ing match tthe created personalities 
so eUectively that even afterward 
one can not distinguish ttie actors 
from their roles. 
While the slight set-and. in con-
trast, the profuse and messy proper-
ties-accentuate ttie Sawneys' life-
style successfully, there is one prob-
lem in the staging. We are meant to 
imagine people off-stage, behind the 
audince,-people to v.11oln the char-
acters call out or listen. We are 
drawn to look back, turn around-
and of course there i'I no one there, 
or else just a voice in the dark, and 
we are more acutely aware thtlt we 
are inside a tiny theatre. 
The technical aspect.I are handled 
ck'xlcrously bul oc:C'ai;ionally the prob-
lems are too difficult tor complete 
success. For example, Rosie Sawney 
(Naomi Thornton) carries her baby 
on stage throughout much of the 
play. The baby is obviously a doll, 
and it's unfortunate fuat we have to 
be reminded of it. When she cries 
(exquisitely by machine) we are 
again distracted. 
Ottierwise, the production, directed 
by David Wheeler, ls very good, and 
nearly every Sawney creates an in-
imitable charm. Nor is there a super-
fluous character in the play. 
Reader Writes • • • 
Psychiatric Aid 
To the F.ditor: 
I take issue with some ot the ideas 
expressed in the reprinted chapel 
talk by Ann Medina '65 in the Janu-
ary 21 issue of the Newa. 
I sympathize with her lack of un-
derstanding of depression as an ill-
ness because we physicians still un-
derstand little of its origin. It is ap-
parently an Internal state not caused 
by external situations but closely in-
terwoven with one's present environ-
ment, the latter usually being blam-
ed by ttie depressed person tor the 
way he or she feels. It is therefore, 
impossible for any depresl!ed person 
to " . . . work things out on her 
own • . . " It is possible, however, 
through psydhotherapy, newer anti-
depressant drop, and other modali-
ties, to become educated to oneseU. 
We are all aware of the " . .. amaz-
ing pressures . . . " that beset all 
students but we cannot assume that 
merely doing well excludes depres-
sion. The majority ~t SUicides oc-
curring in college students have been 
in those whose performance has 
lx't•n heller thun average. A Yale gra-
duate at Harvard Law School and a 
MIT student who recently took their 
own lives had exceptional scholastic 
records. Success, fame and wealth 
can also be misleading - witness 
James Forrestal and Marilyn Mon-
roe. 
I am heartened, thoU&h, by your 
editorial that the psychiatrist can 
" . . • be a catalyst in the process of 
growing to maturity and ..• to 
achieving sell-knowledge • •. " 
As Justice Benjamin Cordozo said 
in 1923, "A cry of distress is a sum-
mons to rescue." 
Sincerely, 
Paul G. F0&ter, M.D. 
Associate ~cian 
Courageous Fear? 
To the Editor: 
Miss Medina's speech, printed in 
the January 21 Wellesley College 
News, concerning the uae, or rather 
overuse, ot paych'8trk: help had a 
valid point. I too believe the deans 
or other responsible persons are 
probably recommenctins the use or 
psychiatrists in cases where It is not 
tbe most pertinent 90lution to a 
problem. However, her attitude tbat 
a person may grow and become a 
tronger individual through working 
out her problems alone, or with the 
aid ot girls she has met aa UttJe as a 
few months ago and are in general 
no wiser than ft, la equivalent to 
the idea that a penon who wlll Slll'-
vive a physical ailment without medi-
cal attention wiU be the stronger for 
it. That the per90ll may die in the 
meantime <because of suicide) or be-
come warped through the eUort to 
cope with sclxlol work and tensions 
and pel'90l'lal problems, both emo-
tional and psychiatric in nature, does 
not occur to Miss Medina. 
Also her idea that a treahrnan may 
be 5hocked at the idea of visiting a 
"head-shrinker ," thinking herseU 
dangerously mentally JU it such help 
is needed, shows Misa Medina's 
naivete about the tunctioo psychia-
trists already fulfil in our society. 
Many people who seek psychiatric 
help are not dangerous psyohotJcs or 
neurotics, just as a Jarie number of 
people who seek the help ot a phy-
sical doctor are not direly lll. but 
merely need help in 30nle area ol 
their health. Psychiatrists, of coune, 
should not be used as a panacea, but 
they should be used as they are need-
ed. As the editorial in New1 on Jar» 
aey 21 accurately pointed out, PIY• 
dliatrists can help a person to reach 
<Con1in11ea °" p11g• FweJ 
February 17 by Miss F..ditb McKeon Laboratory. Shelved around the walls libraries, publlliling houses and book-
at 4:40 and 7:30 p.m. in tne Rare are samples of ttie work of various binderies. One graduate received a 
Book Room of ttie Library. women with type: Mary Grabhorn, private press as a wedding present 
Miss McKeon is a recent graduate Dorothy Abee, Margaret Evans, and and has made an amateur printer of 
of Bryn Mawr where she majored in Edna Deilenson of Peter Pauper her husband, and one, IMUosuphy 
Philosophy, a subject which she stu- Press fame, and others. major, has become a hand binder 
died further at the University of Of the more than one hundred gra- <>f note. 
Wales. Returning from her residence 
and travels in the British Isles, she 
became an apprentice at The Stine-
hour Press in Lunenburg, Vermont. 
Deslper 
At this New England Press in 
northern Vermont she now serves as 
a compositor and designer. 'nle ex-
hibition includes work done tor the 
Press as well as calligraphic pieces 
done independently in the tradition 
of Arrighi and l!he humanistic Chau-
eery Italic and in the everyday hand-
writing developed for herself, and 
independently printed bookplates, 
broadsides, cards, and brochures. 
"Miss McKeon's work shows that 
s1te understands and respects the 
tradition of printing that is fine be-
cause of its fitness for purpose," ac-
cording to Miss Hannah D. French, 
Researoh Librarian in charge of the 
special collections of the College Lib-
rary. 
--
On February 17 two intormal talks 
will give Miss McKeon's hearers in-
sight Into a career in book design and 
in the Book Arts. At 4:40 in the after-
noon the talk will be calligraphy, the 
recent happy revival of beautiful 
handwriting, and in the evening at 
MiH Hannah French, Research Librarian, demon1tratee the library'• 
flat.bed proof pre11 which 11 hand-operat ed by st udent• In the Book Arta 
Work1hop. 
7:30 the subject will be women and 
type. 
Book Alta lM 
1be talka are planned to initiate 
the opening of Wellesley's unique 
Book Arts Laboratory to student.a 
who wilh to undertake individual 
printing projects in the second sem-
ester. The Laboratory, well bidden 
on the top floor of the Special Col-
lections, has been used by eenera· 
tions ot students in the extracuni· 
cular Book Art.a Seminar which ls 
usually elven in ttie first 11emester. 
The Book Art.a Laboratory with its 
two hand presses, types, bi.ndlng 
equipment, and tine collection of 
printing specimens owes Its existence 
to Annis Van Nuys Schweppe (Mrs. 
Richard J. Schweppe of Los Angeles), 
a Wellesley graduate in the Class of 
1903. Mrs. Schweppe made her gift 
of "an extra" tor Wellesley, and the 
Book Arts Laboratory composed of 
an ancient proof press, Caslon type, 
and a collection of books on the Book 
Arts were installed in the corner of 
a ground-Door office, opened to stu-
dents in 1945. 
Three 1tylea of type ilre kept for the preea In the Library'• wooden caeea. 
Additions To I.Ab 
During d1e remodeling of the Lib-
rary the press was operated in a mop 
cbiet with just room for a press-
woman on either side; when the new 
quartera were ready in 1959 the press 
was hauled up by derrick to its p~ 
sent quarters. The gift of a side-
lever press from a student printer's 
fattier was uncrated, hand book bind-
ing equipment was set up, new cases 
of type, Bruce ff.oier's beautiful Cen-
taur and Warde's Arrighi were in-
stalled, and Mrs. Schweppe'a maKJll-
................ 
FINALISTS ON WBS 
This Sunday evening at 7:00 the 
three finalists for the President of 
College Government will be an-
nounced on WBS. Ann Medina, 
President of WMS, will interview 
the three girls, thus enabling the 
campus to learn their opinions and 
ideas before the election, which 
ends a week from tomorrow. 
................. 
HATHAWAY HOUSE BOOKSHOP 
in·dfes you fo meet 
MISS EDITH McKEON 
Calligrapher, Compositor, Designer 
for the Stinehour Press 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17tft 
COFFEEE FROM I I to I 2 
.· ~ ..................... ' .......................... ,,,,,,, 
If you really want to ski ... 
~ 
''1 
.:, ... ~ 
NOW-
TEN LEARN-TO-SKI WEEKS• 
Includes: Five 2-hour lessons· unlimited 
use of all 7 lifts for 5 days• All FOR $30 
THE WEEKS: 
Dec. 2 I -25 Feb. I -5 
Jan. 4-8 Feb. 8-12 
Jan. I 1-15 fe~; 15-19 
Jan. 18-22 Mar. 1-5 
Jan. 25-29 Mar. 8-12 
For folders, information or reserva· 
tions, write lodge of your choice or 
Box 206t.J Stowe Area Association, Inc., 
Stowe, Vermont. 
•available only to 1uests of Stowe Area 
Associ~tion members 
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Theatre To Examine Mlle Magazine Picks Lucky 13 1 Wellesley 
~;.::;r~ ~~~~~.~~~~;;~::~~Rightful Role of rr the Second Sex" 
national College Board by Linda and edit Mademol!lt'llt>'!ll August col-
Crabill, '66, Nancy R. Heller, '67, lege issue, shariQg offices with the 
Alice Stuart Dayton, '66, Pam Mc- regular members of the stafr. They 
Connell Walter, '65, Jane Ann Mc- advise on campus trends, interview 
Hale, '66, June Elizabeth Milton, '66 well-known personalities and repre-
Roberta Reisig, '66, Virginia Rice, sent the magazine on visits to pub-
'66, Diane Sawyer, '67, Linda Sawyer, lishing houses, stores, and advertis-
'65, Edith Sdlwarzkopf, '65, Sara ing agencies. In addition, they are 
Elizabeth Stoker, '66, and Elizabeth photographed for the August issue 
Trowbridge, '66. and receive consideration for future 
The Board is composed of winners stall positions with Mademol!!t>llt' and 
of the magazine's annual College other Conde Nast publications. 
Board Competition, a contest design-
ed to recognize young women with SWIM MARATHON 
talent in art, writing, editing, photo- During exams, while most stu· 
graphy, layout, fashion design, mer- dents wpri> swlmmlng--0r sink-
chandising, retail promotion or ad- inA"-mentally, A. A. held a Swim 
vertising. Board members, from the Marathon. These are the results: 
. United States, Canada, and abroad, Cla11s of '68 
were selected on the basis of entries 3797 length~52.7 miles 
they submitted showing ability in one Class of '66 
of these fields. 2549 Jengths-35.4 milt's 
The girls will remain on the Col- ClasR of '67 
lege Board until they are graduated. 1685 JengthR-23.4 miles 
During that time, they will report Class or '65 
regularly to the magazine on events 391 lenii;ths- 5.!i mileR 
at their colleges. Con!!;ratulatlonii to the fre1<hmen 
All College Board members are eli- for swimming a total or more 
gible to compete for the twenty lengths than any class has ever 
Guest Editorships awarded by the swum, and to the juniors for 
magazine each May. To win one of swimming almoi<t twice as much 
the top twenty prizes, they submit a as they dhl in t11eir freRhman 
second entry which shows specific year. 
aptitude for magazine work. 
The twenty lucky Guest Editors go 
to New York to spend the month of 
flo1<anne Detlnarcyk '66 
Head, A.A Swimming 
Henrik Ibsen's 1897 play A Doll's 
House will be the next major produc-
tion of the Wellesley College Theatre, 
with performances on March 12 and 
13, at Alumnae Hall on the campus. 
A Doll's H ouse, Ibsen's probing 
drama about woman's role in her 
home and her society, rattled skele-
tons in the closet of Victorian society 
and became a major example and 
source of the polemical struggle for 
both the freedom of the modern wo-
man and the freedom of the modern 
stage. 
In the final scene, carefully pre-
pared for by the skillful structure of 
the plot and the accuracy of Ibsen's 
character portrayal, the ultimat~ar­
gument is joined. To her husband's 
declaration, "Before all else you are 
a wire and a mother," Nora replies: 
"That I no longer believe. I believe 
that before all else I am a human 
being, just like you - or at least that 
I should try to become one." Nora 
leaves the security, and servitude, at 
the doll's house home where she has 
been a charming toy to her husband, 
and the sound of the door she slams 
was a thunderclap "heard round the 
world." 
Modem Women 
The sound of that slammed door 
still echoes; only last year an im-
MAGIC SKIN FOR SPACE METALS 
portant new study of the modem wo-1 Peter Lake, sophomore at Boston 
man was published under the appro- University), destroys Nora's hope of 
priate title, After Nora Slammed help fl"om him by an explicit declar-
the Door. A Doll's House is not only ation of his love for her. Nora is left 
a classic of the early modem thea- to exposure and hard discoveries 
tre; it is still a source and stimulus about herself, her husband, and their 
of controversy in the continuing con- relationship - discoveries her hus-
cern for woman's role in contempor- band is forced to share. 
ary life exemplified by the Pres!- Paul R. Barstow, will direct A 
dent's Commission on the Status of Doll's H ouse. Henry E. Scott Ill, de-
Women. The Wellesley College Thea- sign director, is in charge of the set 
tre anticipates particular interest in design. The stage-manager is Mar-
ttlis play both by the college com- tha Craven '68. Others in the cast 
munity and by its wider audience. are Ellzabeth Trowbridge '66 and 
In the central role will be Donna P~yllis Gottesfeld '66. The Helmer 
Daley '67. Playing opposite her, Ed- children are played by Peter J~­
ward M. White, Assistant Professor son, son of Roger !"· .Johns:on, AsSJst-
of English, will take the part of a;it Pr.ofessor of ~1blical History, and 
Nora's loving but uncomprehending \:ictona and .Julia Barstow, daugh-
husband, Torvald. Nick Soloway, In- ters of the director. , 
structor in Olemistry at Boston Col- Performances of. A Doll s House 
lege where he is also studying .for a are at 8:00. p.m., m Alumnae Hall, 
law degree will play the sinister ?n bot~ Friday and Saturday even-
money-lender Nils Krogstad whose mgs. Tickets, at $1.50, may be ob-
lhreatened exposure of Nor~'s love- tained by mail or at the Box Office. 
inspired forgery gives impetus to tlhe I Wclleslc~ ~ollege student~ pay $1:00 
plot. Wendy Burrell '68 will be cast I for adm1ss1on, and t~re is a special 
as Mrs. Linde, Nora's friend and the rate of 50 cents !or high school stu-
former fiancee of Krogstad; her dents. 
break with him embittered his life I • 
and impelled him. to the di~nesty I Reader writes ••• 
which destroyed his reputation. The 
friend and confidante of both Nora To the Editor: 
and Helmer, Dr. Rank (played by 
We found ourselves somewhat in-
sulted by your recent letter to the 
News. Since we, too, have hoped for 
a long time that films of a high cali-
ber might become a less infrequent 
occurrence at Wellesley, and since 
we have over a period of years taken 
interest in the film as an art form, 
we felt that we were more than ade-
quately ready to respond to Ivan the 
Terrible. Nor was this the first time 
that we have seen this film, nor 
others of Eisenstein's. Indeed we 
think Eisenstein a wonderful director 
and Ivan the Terrible visually stun-
ning, but it is clear that in bis later 
films his interests became increas-
ingly parochial. His fixation, so to 
speak, on the aesthetic is so exclu-
sive as to make communication o1 
emotion almost impossible. But this 
is not a conscious fixation and it is 
Eisenstein's unawareness of the gap 
between bis manner and what he is 
trying to express that gives Ivan the 
Terrible its slightly ludicrous quality. 
In Last Year at Marlenbad, for in-
stance, the intellectual content of the 
film is at one with ttie rarilied photo-
graphy; in Ivan the Terrible, how-
ever, Eisenstein attempts tJ convey 
great feelings through a vbual con-
struct that is unsuited to them. It is 
really an a rt nouveau film; in a 
sense, t•nat is, it can only be a ppre-
ciated as pure style, and what makes 
it funny is the fact that Eisenstein 
did not consider himself a mere 
stylist. 
We therefore do not think that 
laughter is an inappropriate response 
to Ivan the Terrible. In point of fact 
it seemed not only a highly appro-
priate reaction but the only possible 
one. We are mildly troubled by the 
assumption, which you seem to 
make, that responses t.o a " serious" 
film oug'ht to be subject to regula-
tion. Evidently one must approach 
an art film in a manner unquestion-
ingly reverent. nus seems a queer 
mixture of pedantry and naivete. 
You've seen an apple turn brown where 
the skin was peeled off. Oxidation is the 
culprit. 
Oxidation also attacks and damages 
metal parts in space vehicles and jet 
engines subject to high temperatures. 
GT &E scientists tackled this problem, 
and developed a remarkable new coat-
ing that beats the heat and oxidation. 
It acts as a protective skin similar to the 
apple peel. 
Innovations such as this are fostered 
by an extensive research program con-
ducted by General Telephone & Elec-
tronics Laboratories. And in part are re-
sponsible for the dynamic and continued 
growth of GT&E. 
you might want to know more about 
General Telephone & Electronics. Full 
information is available from your Cam-
pus Placement Director. Or write to 
General Telephone & Electronics Lab-
oratories, 730 Third Avenue, New York, 
N. Y. 10017. 
You seem to wish to say that a 
Wellesley audience is not intelligent 
enough to cope with such a film and 
is even incapable of distinguish· ,, 
between Chaplin and Eisenstein. But 
perhaps it is your estimate of our 
level of sophistication that seems in 
need of reevaluation. It is, after all, 
possible to learn even from a stu-
dent's responses. 
Very sincerely yours, 
Diane DuMond, '65 
Ellin Hirst, '65 
If research is one of your goals in life, 
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS 
IJC rnlRO A\'{ ~ y 10017 • Gl&E SUBSlOIARIES Gene111 tt!t~hw Oi:iratmg Cos.., 33 states • GI & moots • GT&E lnmnat nal • Genml T P nt Due OIY Cn • Autc it llectnc • ler.l.un Elmnc • ia Eltctnc 
Leslie Jordan, '65 
PICTURE FRAMlt-.G 
• Mistically HanJ/etl 
• Reosonably Pricecl 
Complete Artists' Supplies 
WELLE .. dY ART SHOP 
24 Grove St. CE 5-5527 
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English Teacher Mrs. Jackson Reader Writes • • • Defends 'The Naked Lunch' <con1inuetlfrompagsT"'"' ficial to the CQllege community that 
could be covered in News. 
Page Five 
by /aH McHale '66 
j a better understanding of herself and 
need not become a substitute tor an 
individual's own personality. 
Thank you, 
Lisa M. Dunkle '68 
ideals. But this is an example of 
ivory-tower thinking. Because you 
have not lived here you can not real-
ize how difficult it would be tor a 
Wellesley Junior to attend St. Augus-
tine's or Shaw University of Raleigh. 
The following considerations are en-
tirely apart from the racial issues, 
racial differences, or class differen-
ces which are also present. 
How naked must The Naked Lunch 
be to be judged obscene? Mrs. Thom-
as H. Jackson of tbe English Depart-
ment and her husband, an English 
professor at MIT were recently two 
of eight witnesses testifying against 
the Boston banning of this book. 
The Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts, represented by the Attorney 
General's office, is currently prose-
cuting a legal suit, an in rem pro-
ceeding, against the book it holds 
to be obscene. If the judge decides 
that the book, in fact, has no value 
whatsoever and is pure obscenity, its 
sale can be banned in the state. 
Dh·crse Defcndt>rs 
Mrs. Jackson first heard about t>he 
case from Mr. Daniel Klubock. attor-
ney for the publisher. Since he knew 
her from college and was aware that 
she was teadhing at Wellesley, he 
contacted her. After she had read 
the book, she agreed to testify in its 
defense. Also testifying were novelist 
Norman Mailer, poet Allen Ginsburg, 
poet and critic John Ciardi and two 
psychiatrists and a sociologist from 
Harvard. The defense sought to 
prove that the Naked Lunch had 
literary, psychological, and sociologi-
Mra. Gabriele Jackeon of the Ena· 
llah Department. 
Dr. King To Talk 
On Earthquakes 
Dr. Philip B. King of the United 
States Geological Survey Regional 
OUice, Menlo Park, California, will 
lecture at Wellesley College on the 
"Tectonics of the Quaternary." The 
lecture, sponsored by the Geology 
Department, tile Boston Geological 
Society, and the Harvard Geological 
Conference. will be on Friday, Feb-
raury 12, at 9: 00 p.m. in 100 Sage 
Hall. 
Dr. King's talk, as indicated by its 
title, will be concerned with the for-
ces which make mountains and cause 
earthquakes and the activity and sig-
nificance of these forces during tile 
last million years. Some geologists 
have hypotilesized that measure-
ments of contemporary earthquakes 
show that forces within the earth are 
~peeding up and getting out of hand. 
Dr. King's belief has been that con-
ditions were tile same 100 million 
years ago, only man lacks measure-
ments from that time to compare 
with the present data. 
Dr. King is one of the foremost 
gerologlsts in the government service 
today. He comes to the Boston area 
to give tilis lecture directly after a 
six-month investigation of earth-
quakes and rocks in India and Aus-
tralia. 
GET DISCOUNT CARO 
on Patent MedlclnH • Vitamin• • 
Coemetlce • TollttrlH • Eto. at 
CARROLL'S (S.1-Mac, Inc.) 
572 Washington Street 
oppoelta Vlltage Church 
SPJ!X.UI.JZING IN 
Passport Piiot• 
Ph,. Photae ... , 
Applloattcme, LloenNet ete.. 
CUITOM PHOTO 'RAMU 
IUllRT'I 
PBO'l'O stJPl'LIEI 
D Central St. Wtlltll_, 
CEdarl.ollO 
cal value thus justifying any ob,ec-
tionable passages. 
In Mrs. Jackson's prepared state-
ment, she sought to analyze the lit-
erery techniques of the Naked Lunch 
and their purposes and functions. She 
explained that the surrealistic sex-
ual fantasy scenes depict the actual 
inner and outer life of a drug addict 
while serving as metaphors for the 
slate of current society. She felt that 
obscenity was portrayed as disgust-
ing and that in the complicated book, 
"addiction as well as perverted sex-
uality functionally serve as meta-
p'lnrs for the spiritual perversion of 
society." 
Mr. Jackson defended the structure 
of the novel which had been attacked 
as non-existent. He compared the 
techniques to other literary works, 
pointing out style in the form of scene 
and image mosaics rather than con-
ventional plot. 
Postscript 
Another of Miss Medina's valid 
points was that we examine the en-
vironment which makes it necessary 
for so many to seek this help. Much 
of the reason might even be called 
contageous mental illness, tor de-
pression, anxiety, fear can be just as 
contageous as measles or mononu-
cleosus. If there were an epidemic 
of a physical nature all eUorts would 
be made to contain it and eliminate 
its cause. Why oot the same with 
the mental? 
Sincerely, 
Rosanne Bednareyk '66 
Civil rights satiety 
To t!he Editor: 
For an open mind 
To t>he Editor: 
(Please print this as a reply to the 
more hysterical reactions to my Ivan 
the Terrible letter.) 
Any writer of letters to the editor 
must expect hostility and distortions 
of what he has said, particularly 
when he questions the sophistication 
of a group which considers itself (and 
in part is) highly sophisticated. Re-
verence or solemnity would of course 
be inappropriate to a film, and show 
as little respect for it as the unceas-
ing giggling that I found annoying. 
There are many versions of the 
aesthetic and many ways of com-
municating emotion. I hope that 
films to follow continue to present 
modes and techniques that are not 
momentarily in fashion or immedi-
ately accessible, and I hope a large 
audience continues to enjoy seeing 
such films. 
Edward M. White 
Assistant Professor 
While Mrs. Jackson thought the 
book should not be ruled as obscene, 
she does not prize it as a great lit-
erary achievement. "I really don't 
t'hink it's a very good book," she 
said, "but I feel it has a right to be 
distributed and published." She be-
It has come to my attention during 
my first semester at Wellesley, that 
a great deal of space in the N1-wH 
and effort on the part of the editors 
is devoted to the reporting of various 
trips to Mississippi made by Wel-
lesley girls. Being of a Southern 
background myself, I have always re-
sented the intrusion of Northerners 
into our problems and have been of 
the opinion that the problems or the Exchange program 
South should be left to us to solve. 
Full of the brotherhood-Of-man the 
Wellesley girl rn.ig!ht be disconcerted 
or hurt by Nie supressed resentment 
or distrust held by colored students 
toward their w'hite peer because of 
her advantages (•her voice, her dress, 
and her attitudes.) Few of us have 
sufficient inner seourity to be truly 
humble especially in this modern era 
of the social ethic. Instead it is al-
most as if you were insensitively 
throwing what you represent (and 
that which they can never hope to 
attain) in their faces. Secondly, this 
Wellesley girl mig.ht be hurt, or mis-
interpret, the supressed or outright 
hostile attitude of some instructors, 
because in truth and fact your edu-
cation exceeds theirs even as a 
Junior. This is not a slur at colored 
institutions. Academic standards are 
low all over the Soufu, in all the 
smaller white and colored colleges. 
You really don't comprehend how 
low until you experience this. 
They do not have your fine library, 
so necessary for true sdlolarship. 
Nevertheless, the process of actual 
up-grading is actually in the works. 
lieves that it probably has more so-
ciological than literary value. As she 
pointed out, "Tilough it's a serious 
literary effort, it's not a very suc-
cessful or good book." 
However, personal political and To the Editor: 
racial beliefs aside, it seems to me The editorial Honest Proposals in 
that there are many topics of cur- the January 21, 1965 edition of ~e 
rent import that would be more in- Wellesley College News speaks w1til 
teresting and infinitely more bene- genuine concern stimulated by noble (Continued on page Six) 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS- MATHEMATICIANS. ALL DEGREE LEVELS 
Jn an era wht:re the frontiers of intellectual endeavor demand c·n1l'<tant inve,.tigation. imagination must be the crux of 
motinition. 
The re-earch laboratories at the \ational Securit) Ageru·) c·xemplify that rare activity where imagi~ation and a 
look at the l""~ibilitie" of tomorrow are the accepted philo-.oph). A ~la~cc i.nside.the~e modern, well equipped lahora· 
Luries would re,eal project teams engaged in a broad -.pectrum of sc1ent1fir 1mest1gations. 
\mong them. . 
.\JAJOR C0.\01U:\ICA1 IO'iS SYSTE'.\IS DEVELOP-
:\IE:\T- Design of new antenna,.. transmitters, receiver,.. 
and terminal equipment. Constructing preliminary and 
IJa,.ic engineering model" to demonstrate the fea ... ibilit) .of 
u"ing new comm1111icalion-. concepts, tedrnique" and ~1r­
rnit>'. Adapting and perfecting the,e through the c.lcs1gn 
of a \\ orking prntol~ pe or field te ... t model. 
COMPONE~T )UNIATURIZATION STUDIES -
Practical attemph, through bai;ic design and anal}~is, Lo 
reduce the ,.ize yet improve the capability of communica-
tion~ and electronic data proce,..;ing ;;rtems. 
SYSTEMS SIMULATION STUDiq U~ilizat ion o.f 
modern digital and ana log computers to predict the feasi-
bility of engineering ideai; and innovations. 
MATHEMATICAL INVESTIGATIONS- Exploring the 
phenomena of the intermarriage of math~ma.tics and elec-
tronics in the design of secure communications systems; 
an essential clement of the complex science of cryptology. 
ENVIRONMENT AL TESTING-Proving the capabili-
ties of components and systems by simulating atmospheric 
nsa 
t"\lreme-.. The-.e te,.ts are concluded with the late-.t equip· 
nwnl capable of simulating a wide variet) of emironmen-
lal condition'<. 
For the E:\Gl;'l;EER and the :\IATHE\I \TICI.\:l'\. \S.\ 
prmide .. a unique •ariety of opportunities in a 'iEW di-
nlt'n'<ion in -.cience and technology ... To assure the sUC· 
cc-.-.. of this venture. scientific emplo)ees are en('ouragecl 
10 pursue graduate studies al loeal unht:rsities under 
,\ gen('y spont>orship. 
Representatives of the Nationa l ecurity Ap;ency will 
be conducting interviews on campus on: 
February 19, 1965 
Check with your Placement Office early to schedule 
an interview. For further details, write lo: 
:\fr. Phillip M. Coffey 
College Relations Branch 
Office of Personnel 
'lational Security Agency 
Fort George G . .Meade, Maryland 
National Security Agency 
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
I .:._,...oilllliP!~J~~~"!"":"-_: 
..• WHERE IMAGINATION IS AN ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATION 
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DAVIENPORT PRIZE CONTEST 
1965 
Any Junior or aenlor It eligible to compete 
The prize - a sum of $50 - was established by the late George 
Howe Davenport, who was for many years a Trustee ot Wellesley 
College, and is given for "excellence In oral Interpretation and 
speaking." 
What to do If you are a contestant: 
1. Fill out the slip below and return It to the Chairman ot the 
Department of Speech by return mall. 
2. Attend the preliminary contest on Tuesday. February 23 at 
3: 40 or 4: 40 o'clock, Room 444, Green Hall, and be pre· 
pared to read 
a. a short excerpt from a play 
b. a short excerpt from a lyric poem both of your own 
choosing 
c. Introduce each selection In a brief speech 
If you are chosen to appear In the flnala you will attend on 
Tuesday, March 9, at 4: 40 o'clock, In Room 444, Green Hall and 
will give the following presentation: 
1. a short extempore speech (2 minutes) 
2. a reading of a lyric poem chosen by the department 
3. a reading from a play, chosen by the department 
The material chosen by the department will be sent to you If 
you are chosen to appear in the finals. Members of the Department 
of Speech will be glad to answer any questions. 
Please send the following Information to Dept. ot Speech If you 
plan to enter the Davenport contest. 
I wlll enter the contest for the Davenport Prtze 
Name 
. ........................... . · ····· · · ····· ............. . 
Dorm 
. ····· .. . ........ . .. .... ..... ... . .... . .. .. ............. . 
Class 
State Ume you can attend the preliminary contest: 
····· ........ .. ······ ..................... ..... ........ . 
Wellesley' s Student Aid Society Rabbi To Discuss 
. b h. D . Vatican and Jews Bem,nsAnnualMem ers ip nve Rabbi Edward Maline of Temple 
0 - Ohabei Shalom, Brookline, will speak 
The annual membership drive of 1 mittee appointed from all four class-· on "The Vatican Council and the 
Wellesley's Student&' Aid Society will I es a!1<1 working in cooperation with Jews" Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Pen-
begin on Monday, February 15, and the involved alumnae. The student dleron Hall. A question period will 
continue throUghout the week. The committee, beaded by Lucy Ow~ns, foll'Ow. · 
purpose of the drive is not so much '66, has designat~ represen.tati~es The B'nai B'ritt'n Hillel Counsellor-
to amass funds as to acquaint mem- from each class m all donmtones. ship at Wellesley College is spon-
bers of the college community with Next week eac'h Wellesl':y student soring t'he lecture in cooperation with 
llhe functions of the Society. will be contacted concerrung mem- the Jewish Chautauqua Society of 
Operating from an oUice loeated bership in ttle Students' Aid Society the National Federation of Temple 
in 348 Green, a group of dedicated accompanying a one dollar contri~- Brotflerhaods. 
alumnae provide students wltti aid iq tion. 'Ibis organilzation of nearly fifty Lectures at Oolleges 
the form of cloNl.es, books, and lan- years of non-profit service to the stu- Rabbi Maline lectures on college 
guage tapes. Although scholarship dent body n~ the sup~rt of the campuses under t!he auspices of fue 
students are the primary recipients, college commuruty to function effec- Society, an organization which cre-
any student is eligible for fuese ben- tively. ates better understanding of Jews 
efits. An arrangement koown as the and Judaism ttirough education. He 
Clotihes Closet gives all students- Exchange program is a graduate of Middlebury College 
but particularly the Guest Juniors, and was ordained at Hebrew Union 
freShmen foreign students, and schol- (Continued ff'om page Five) College-Jewish Institute of Religion, 
ars;1ip students - a selection of The National Science Foundation has Cincinnati, Ohio. 
clothes, free for the taking, donated and is successfully sponsoring a --------------
by generous alumnae and various number of Institutes to upgrade but neit!her could y0u honestly have 
manufacturers. science teaching. These Institutes respect. 
Loan Service are welcome and appreciated oppor- As a constructive suggestion would 
Perhaps the most vital function of tunities for both white and Negro you consider a real ~crifice? Plan 
the Society is to provide deserving teachers. Professors a t the larger ahead to come down here to l.'he 
students with interest-free loans Southern institutions enthusiastically South for at least two years after 
ranging from ten to fifty dollars and •have given time and effort in this graduation. Offer your services as 
repayable wit!hin three monl.'hs. No work. teachers to these many intellectually 
reason must be given in order to Perhaps more unrealistic is the and financially impoverished small 
qualify for one of these loons; any- proposal for faculty exchange. Again, white and negro colleges. This may 
l.'hing from weekend transportation to to subject a man or woman with be outright charity since the wage 
a dentist bill is allowable. Scholar- poor quality education even at the scale can not compete with anything 
slhip roans, repayable within two Master's or Doctorate level, to the you might get elsewhere. 
years, are also available. students at Wellesley would be un- Finally, as a damn Yankee from 
Student body organization and <»- kind. Yoo would not ridicule the in- New England who has lived in Ra-
ordination are handled by a com- tellectual level of their adlievement leigh since 1947, let me ask that you 
be severely honest with Yotll'selves 
and the relationships you do estab-
lish. Do not be myopic - as one 
If you've got the cap ... 
group of my well intentioned well 
educated New England sisters wm 
enthusiasti<:ally conceived a tea for 
the one-way Negro women Freedom 
Riders sent up from Mississippi tx> 
Cape Cod. I think tttat tile tea party 
was a cruel hoax since these women 
did not really intend to offer genuine 
friendship at all. This was patronage 
such as my grandparents conceived 
as the Oiristian-thing-to-do. In 1965 
I believe the Negroes want to be 
judged individually as Potential 
friends - not patronized or wept 
over. They are individual human 
beings with personalities, problems, 
as many and as varied and as in-
tense as your own. 
Olds has the car! 
A digger's dream, this 4-4-2! Here storms a lean 'n' mean Rocket V-8 ... 400 cubes, 345 horses, 
quad pots. Goodies like twin acoustically tuned, chambered pipes .. .' heavy-duty shocks, front 
and rear stabilizers and 4 coil springs. Result: unique 4-4-2 action and road sense. How many cents? 
Lowest priced high-performance car in America designed for everyday driving! This woolly machine 
waits for you at your Oldsmobile Dealer's now. Hurry! 
0 l8i ~ ffi !Ol IL!Ol S M !Ol 18l D IL IE 
Try a Rocket in Action ... 
Look to Olds for the New! 
Old\mobile Division • General Motors Corporation 
Edith Taft Grosch (Mrs.) 
1222 Duplin Road 
Raleigh, North Carolina 
Honest Proposal 
To the Editor: 
I am writing Ix> support the News 
edirorial of January 21, proposing 
student visits to the home colleges of 
Wellesley Guest Juniors. I want Ix> 
share my ideas with the rest ..,. the 
college community because aiter 
much discussion and considerafion I 
have moved from disagreement with 
(Contin#ed on page Eight) 
Campus Interviews for 
CAREERS 
WITH 
NEW YORK CITY 
GOVERNMENT 
Wednesday, February 17th 
TRAINING PROGRAMS In 
Personnel administration, real 
estate management, city plan. 
nlng, urban renewal, manage· 
ment analysis. 
Start at $5,450. Automatic in-
creases after one year to $6,050, 
$6,400 or $6,750, depending on 
field of specialization. 
All degrees qualify. Test to be 
given In Boston and New York 
on March 27. Register for Inter-
view at your placement omce 
or write 
Director, College Recruitment 
NEW YORK CITY 
Oepariment of Personnel 
220 Church ltreet 
New York City 1001S 
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RECRUITER SCHEDULE FOR THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY 1965 
1''ebruary 1 - University of Chicago - MAT Program 
February 8 - US Department of Labor 
1''ebruary 10 - Bloomlngdale's 
- Central Intelllgence Agency 
Humanities Professor Gerhard Loose 
Defines Con1slricted East German Art 
Wellesley Petitions 
For Glamour Girl 
Nominations for Wellesley's candi-
date in the Glamour magazine Best-
Dressed Girl Contest close this Fri-
day, February 12. All last minute 
nominations must be in the hands of 
Cynthia Van Hazinga, Editor of 
t...ews, by 12:00 p.m. on Friday. 
- University of Rochester 
F~ruary 11 - Bonwlt Teller 
- Central Intelllgence Agency 
- American Red Cross 
February 12 - Central Intelllgence Agency 
February 15 - Associated Merchandising Company 
- Bedford Public Schools 
- Johns Hopkins Unlver::ilty - MAT Program 
"Other communist oountries have ship. As an instance of this censor-
att::tined s!>me meaS\ll'e of political ship, l'he professor mentioned the 
and cultural liberty, but East Ger-1 play "Fool's Gold," which was pro-
many is a Stalinist fossil," stated duce<l only after the author rewrote 
l:er:rnrd Loose, professor of German it '"ur times. and a board of censors 
and Humanities at UnivC'rsity of Col~ eliminated the tragic end and ap-
rado, at Jewett, on Tuesday night. pended an optimistic, ineffective 
Professor Loose has retW'ned to his finale. 
At press-time on Tuesday thirteen 
nominations had been received. Nom-
inated so far are: Seniors-Susan 
Pildner, Tower West: Mary Lou 
Snow, Severance; Juniors-Adrienne 
Anderson, Claflin; Sanna Borge, 
Bates; Maureen Donoghue, Beebe; 
Barbara O'Connell, Freeman; Soph-
omores Sally Herbert, Claflin; Cyn-
thia !'.iauck, McAfee; Carma Morrill, 
Cazenove; Dale Moss, Cazenove; 
Prue Richardson, Pomeroy; Mary 
Wesselman, Tower West; and one 
Freshman Jane Michaels, McAfee. 
February 16 - Ayer Public Schools 
- Smith. Kline & French 
native East Germany five times On the bright side, Professor 
since 1958, 1'-0 he is well-qualHied to Loose told of several plays \\1,ucll lie 
analyze its literary scene. thought had merit, even within the 
l''ebruary 17 - New York City - Civil Service Commission 'Throughout ~iis talk. ProfPssor restrained genre available. 
- Temple Unlver1;!ty - Intern Teaching Program 
I<'ebruary 18 - Wm. Fllene's Sons & Company 
- Harvard Bu11lne11s School 
- International School Servke11 
Lo:>Sc stressed the "intransigient. 
militant tone oC East German offi-
cials," necessary because East 'Madwoman' ..• 
Germany is lagging behind West 
February 19 - National Security Agency 
- Peace Corps 
\..ermany economically. Professor 
Loose madethe striking comment 
that the Socialist Unity Party exhorts 
its artists to take advantage of "the 
favorable political ronditions and 
vigorous intelleotual environment 
caused by the Wall, to avoid deca-
dent suhjcctivism." He then clearly 
C'Xplaincd the o!Cicial doctrine of "So-
cialist Realism," as one \\-hiClh de-
scribes the "revolutionar,y tmns 1 
formation oC the human oondition, 
and which encompasses the rom-
m unist tmth of liCe." 
- Polaroid Company 
February 23 - Brooklyn Public Library 
- rs Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
February 24 - International Business Machines Corp. 
- New England Mutual Life Immrance Company 
February 25 - International Business Machines Corp. 
February 26 - Smithsonian A11trophyslcal Observatory 
- Stoneham Public Schools 
Term time work registration will be held on February 9 & 10 at 4: 40 
p.m. In Pendleton. 
Famed Entrepre~eurs Retire 
But Elsie's Tradition Endures 
The Artist'i. ltolc 
Pt'ofr•ssor Loose d<'S<'ribed t11e pit-
r:i lls the artist who isn't Ilt'xiblt' anci 
militant enough I,> satisfy urbitrary 
<'cnsors. "Marxian <'ritics term a 
work or art :1.1allow, questionable, or 
clr<'Hrlt>nt if it is not realistic, and 
1·all it cl11hiom; if f~mn 11nd style are 
strt•sst"Ci," ht' aUirmro. The artist 
must a<"tivC'ly promote the catL<;c of 
communism, if hr wants to be pub-
lishNi. "The work of art must em-
hody the idea of communism, and 
havt' the broadC'st appeal possible," 
tlw prof<'ssor added. 
Elsie's, Cambridge's crowded haunt 
of the late roast beef sandwich, has 
been sold. and Elsie and Henry Bau-
mann have retired to ttleir home in 
Arlington. 
Elsie had a heart attack whidl 
made the Jong day's rush of serving 
customers in the busy st.ore danger-
ous. Iler doctor had limited her to 
only a few hours work a day as su-
pcrvisor. 
Success Story 
Whrn the Baumanns came to this 
country !r..Jm Nuremberg in 1938, 
t'hey had two children, four dollars, 
and no knowledge of English. Living 
the American dream success story, 
by working hard for years, they were 
able to save enough to buy the Mount 
Auburn St. delicatessen in 1955. 
The restaurant prospered to be-
come a favorite spot of local college 
students and a well-known landmark 
of the Harvard area. Elsie's 1200 to 
1500 roast beef sandwiches now sold 
daily have nourished many a Welles-
ley girl througQt a mixer and Harvard 
man through an exam. 
Hard Work and Heart 
F:lsie. as quoted in the Harvard 
Crimson, attributes her success to 
"hard work and heart. lots or both. 
We always wanted to give our boys 
the best. "Now we will be able to do 
all the things we never had time for. 
I will read, listen to Beet'lloven antl 
Wagner, and live with ttle memories 
WHAT'S 
NEW 
IN TIIE FEBRUARY 
ATLANTIC? 
"leading from Strength: LBJ In 
Action " by David Brinkley: President 
Johnson's vision of the Great Society, 
and the determination and political 
skill of the man give us reason to 
expect that in domestic affairs we shall 
climb the slopes with deliberate speed. 
"The Young Drug Addict: Can We 
Help Him?" by Jeremy Larner : In 
the last decade, drug add1ct1on among 
teenagers has been of serious con· 
cern. This article is based on inter: 
views with heroin addicts seeking help. 
PLUS AN ATLANTIC EXTRA: "Foot· 
loose In Prague : A Marxist Bohemia" 
by Curtis Cate: An eye-witness repor1 
ot visits to Czech writers, observa-
tions on night life, the theater, 
poetry readings, the Catholic 
Church, and Iron Curtain life. 
Month in, month out 
The Atlantic's edi-
tors seek out excit· 
i ng expressions of 
new and provocative 
ideas. And whether 
these expressions 
take the form of 
prose or poetry, fact 
or fiction, they al· 
ways attain a re-
markably high level 
of academic value 
and literary interest. 
Make room in your 
tole for The Atlantic. 




of my boys in Harvard Square." 
AftPr refusing all bidders for buy-
ing their store who had sohown wish-
es to raise prices or change the store 
in any way, Elsie and Henry Bau-
mann selected the new owners, Clau-
d<'lt<' and Philip Markell, from a 
large number of applicants. 
i\crord'ing to ~he Crimson, Phil 
Markell says thnt he plans to keep 
the store exaC'tly the same. "Jrom 
the name right down to the last apfel-
kcu<'hen." 
Pl'ofcssor Loose cmr>hasi1.rd the 
significance of last year's Bitte!eld 
ronfrrence on t•:1c arts, whose out-
<'Om<' was a full endorsement of "So-
dalist H.C'alism", and strict censor-
CAR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? 
Would you like to wander through Europe "By Car" for 
TWO exciting and educational MONTHS! 
ALL TIDS FOR UNDER $950.00 
This includes round trip air fare, English Channel cross-
ing, complete hotel accomodations including breakfasts. 
plus all transportation while in Europe. 
Travel with congenial students, teachers, and professors 
with similar interests from various schools and colleges. 
Enjoy the fun and freedom of independent travel when 
you and three others drive a car under this unique 
program. 
For details write to: 
MR. A. J. DELLEA 
30 WILLETT STREET 
ALBANY, NEW YORK 
FLY NONSTOP 
INTO YOUR FIELD 
via BERKELEY SCHOOL 
Berkeley School is take-off point for responsible, well-paid secretarial 
positions in glamour fields-advertising, retailing, airlines; and scholarly 
fields-banking, government, research, medicine, publishing, arts. 
Take the special Executive Secretarial course for college women. 
Learn secretarial skills, business organization and management, how to 
handle executive responsibilities. 
Distinguished faculty. Individual guidance. Free lifetime placement 
service. Come in, call, or write for catalog W. 
BERKELEY 
SCHOOL 
420 Lexln1ton An., New York, N. Y. 10017 MU 5·3411 
122 M1ple Ave., White Plains, N. Y. 10601 WH 8·6416 
22 Prospect St, East Orance, N. J. 070t7 OR 3·1246 
CC<mlinued from page Two) 
wild, dashing, rauoous jnterpretation, 
jn favor of a tender interpretation 
t:hat underlines the play's essential 1 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;. love, delicacy, and beauty. If the 1 ~ 
play's pedagogic perfume is .felt, Gir-
audoux tne poet triumphs, as he 
should, over Giraudoux the moralist 
in this production. (The gentle ren-
dering shows that the script's light 
t<mc and apparent optimism often 
Send NEWS 
to Your Parenta 
For the ~nd Semester 
Only $2.50 
Infiltrate the Home 
belies its deep criticism of OW' con- ir---------------1 
formity-and money-fettered society. 
In the Charles' present fund-raising 
drive lThc Madwoman of Chaillot), 
which demands death for the Rich 
!or "the crime of worshiping mon-
ey," seems a curious production 
choice-but a t'horo~y delightful 
one that hns more to say than first 
meets the ear. 
XEROX OOPIES 
Special Student Rate lOC per COP1 
VILLA.GE OOPYCENTER 
Newton Savlnp Bank Bldg. 
r.oom 20t ZS"l-1'780 
MINICOST CAR RENTALS 
Tel. CE 5-4085 
$5.00 A DAY 5c A MILE 
Available at 
HALVORSON•s TEXACO SERVICE 
873 Worcest.er Street & West-On Road 
!><:::>0K:>OK:>OK:>OK:>O~~K:>OK:>OK:>OK:>OK:>00< 
:t. PICK-UP and DELIVERY SERVICE TWICE DAILY Q at no extra cost 
Complete Photo Finishing, Film, Supplies 
at Discount Prices 
Distinctive Portraits Taken at our Studior or at 
The College - Passport, Application, License etc. 
!fTU9194 
A GREAT STUDENT SHIP 
SAILS AGAIN ••• LOW COST 
Jl~~E~JRoi~f ~~ 
ITA~~~ S/S CASTEL FELICE 
FULLY AIR CONDITIONED 
4 sailings each way I Summer 1965 
up to Southampton 
• thrift season 
One of the most pleasant, fun-filled ships 
ever to cross the Atlantic offers truly "big 
ship" features: Delectable Continenta l c:ui-
sine orientation program, outdoor swim- s175 
ming pool, comfortable cabins, deck space 
galore, entertainment, etc. 
DEPARTURES to Southampton, Le Havre, up to Southampton 
Amsterdam hl&h season 
TO EUROPE: June 161 July 8, August 19*1 September 8* 
FROM EUROPE: June 4*, June 27*, August 9, August 29 
• Ample space; also some space still a".'ailable 
for high season sailings. For reservations see below. 
SPECIAL ATIENTION GIVEN GROUP INQUIRIES 
---5-.;:;.;A;-L;NE--u:s.A::iNc.--&-· 
New England Agents: NEW ENGLAND TRAVEL CORP. ~ 
570 Washington Street, Wellesley, Mass. Tel. 617·235-4900 
Gentlemen: I am interested in sailing on the T / V CASTEL FELICE 
TO EUROPE FROM EUROPE ___ _ _ 
D~ D~ NAME _ ________________ _ 
ADDRESS ______ ___________ _ 
CITY ZONE _ _ STATE t 
College _ I have an interested group of : 
------------------------------------------
Page Eight 
To Dine at Home 
Honest.Proposal 
(Continued from page Six) 
to support of tihis proposal. 
My major disagreement with the 
News proposal was, and still is, that 
a one-week visit cannot possibly 
avt>id the pitralls outlined in th<'N rml 
editorial. Anyone visitin,:?; a Southern 
r-;cgro college for t'he first time on 
suclh a short-term basis, will of ne-
cessity be getting only a "look-see; " 
the initial "shock" which sile will get 
(whether or oot she is looking for it) 
is likPlv to be remembered later as 
a "quick and painlC'SS cmotion;i 1 PX-
perienee"; her willingness to "giv<' 
as well as get" may never be drawn 
upon. It is possible that she may not 
be accepted, that conversation may 
never get beyond courses and tli1<' 
weather. and that only ~'he will know 
that she was "curious in the best 
sense of the word". The experience 
will be superficial by its very nature. 
Why then do I still support such 
visits? I support them in t•:1e t10pe 
tihat ti1ey will lead to extended cx-
d1angcs. of either a term or a full 
year, whic-h I feel W'Ould be of great 
value to everyone concerned. FQr 
the students involved. a term or 
year at a Southern Negro college 
\l<ould be an educational cxpcri<'ncc 
in t'hc best sense, even admitting 
that the academic standards of t~1CSC 
schools are inferi'Or t'O Wellesley's. 
For the colleges involved, s1wh a 
program would be as valuable as the 
Guest Junior program is to Welles-
ley. The Guest J'llllior program ttas 
bcnefittcd Wellesley students by giv-
ing them opportunities t'O be with 
students of diCierent social arid edu-
cational backgrounds, a chance 
whid'11 most of us have appreciatl'd. 
The same benefits would accrue to 
tlhe students on fue campuses of the 
colleges which Wellesley girls WQU.Jd 
visit as we oow experience. Further-
more, it seems only logical that 
Wellesley students should be as in-
terested in finding out first hand 
Ythat life at these colleges is like as 
Guest Juniors have demonstratl'd 
they are in finding out what Welles-
ley life is like. 
A "truly reciprocal" program, and 
one which would be of greatest ben-
efit t'O all concerned, can only be 
brought about by exchanges of ex-
tended length. However, anticipating 
a negative attitude on the part of an 
administration which discourages 
even the Junior Year Abroad, I bave 
decided to support the much less sat-
isfactory compromise proposal 'Of 
spring vacation visits. Such visits 
will be most effective if students do 
not delude fuemselves about ttteir 
rsults, which will be limited, but 
rather W'Ork to expand llhem into ex-
tended exchanges. The willingness of 
Wellesley College and Wellesley stu-
dents to "give as well as get" will 
be appreciated only when it is ac-
companied by a corresponding will-
ingness to learn by sharing in ttte 
limitations of Southern Negro col-
lege education and life. In the mean-
time, spring vacation visits can be 
only a gesture, but tihe gesrure needs 
t'O be made. 
Sincerely yOW'S, 
Barbara Bryan '66 
CAMPUS 
Friday, Feb. 18 - Dante Germino, 
Political Science Department, Victor 
Gourevitch, Philosophy Department, 
and Roger Johnson, Biblical History 
Department will give an introduction 
to next week's "Symposium on Nat-
ural Law'', at 4: 40 p.m. in the Pope 
Room. 
Dr. William Muehl, Prof. of Prac-
tical Theology, Yale Divinity Sohool, 
will speak on the controversial 
school-prayer issue in Alum, at 8: 00 
p.m., the first lec1lure of the Religious 
Forum. Dr. Philip King, Chief of the 
Pacific Branch, U.S. Geological Sur-
vey, will give a lecture on "Tectonics 
of the Quaternary," at 8:00 p.m., in 
100 Sage. 
Stone Freshman eat their first meal 
in the new, round Davis Dining 
Room while workmen hurry to com. 
plete Stone's own section. 
Saturday, Feb. lS - Religious 
Forum presents the panel discussion 
'On the '"P:1e Sch:>ol Prayer Issue." 
Victor Gourevitch, Philosophy Dept. 
will be the moderat'Or, and panel 
members include: David Lowenl'hal, 
Professor of Political Science, Whea-
ton College; The Rev. Jack D. Zoer-
·heide, Minister of the First Parish 
Church of Needham; and Father R<>-
bert F. Dridan, Dean, Boston College 
Law School. The panel will meet at 
10:00 a.m. in Jewett. 
, 
The M.I.T. Baton Society 
presents 
The Music Of 
JOHN CAGE 
With 
John Cage - David Tudor 
Christion Wolff 
8: 30 p.m., February 22 
Kresge Auditorium, M.I.T. 
Tickets $1 Unreserved 
Call UN 4-6900, Ext. 2910 
You can look-FEEL-better 
Air-Cooled 
Private - Permanent 
HAIR REMOVAL 
bx licensed electrologist 
Jean Winer 
Brookline 
1368 Beacon St. LO 6-5956 
Cinema 





Tues & Thurs. 
1:00-3:10 
.9· 
Sunday, Feb. H - The Russian-
Byzantine Choir will give a concert 
after dinner, at 2:15 p.m., at Tower 
Court. 
Monday, Feb. 15 - Forum presents 
a lecture by Marietta Tree, U.S. Re-
presentative t'O the Trusteeship Coun-
cil of the U.N., who will speak on 
"Hwnan. Rights - The Great Ohal-
lenge," at 7:45 p.m. in Pendleton. 
Dr. Richard L. Sidman, Assistant 
Professor of Neuropathology, Har-
vard Med. Scltool, will speak on "In-
herited Neurological Diseases in 
Mice" at 8:15 p.m., in 100 Sage. 
Tuesday, Feb. 16 - Dr. Jay Ange-
vine, Associate in Anatomy, Harval'd 
Med. School, will give a lecture on 
'' Autoradiographic Study of Histoge-
nesis in the Cerebral Cortex," at 4:30 
p.m., in 100 Sage. 
DON'T JUST SIT - KNIT! 
Bernet Scandia, Usually 98c 
Now, 79c 
Imported Italian Mohair, 
Usually $1.19, Now 79e 
Kl).itted Worsted, 4 oz._ 88c 
Just 4 minutes from school 
BEDFORD YARN 
50 Worcester Turnpike, Natick 
IN SHOPPERS' WORLD 
---..:87.::...2·..:...!4400 * CE 5-8020 Cinema II ___ ..__, 
For Adults Only! 
Kim Novak 
Dean Martin 
"KISS ME STUPID" 
2: 104:35-7:00-9 :25 
Tues. &. Thurs. 
1·00-~: 1 
oppers' Bargain Matinee Every Tuesday and Thursday 
Adult Adm. 50c 12:30 to 1 :30 P.M. 
A Trip To Europe 
For Less Than 5100 
Switzerla?~ ~ The International Travel Establishment will locate job 
opportunities in Europe for anyone who likes the idea of a fun-filled 
low cost trip to Europe. Jobs are available in all f ields throughout 
Europe. Interested students should send $2 to Search Dept., ITE, 68 
Herrengasse, Vaduz, Li.echt.enstein {Switzerland) for a complete, do-it. 
yourself prospectus w~1ch 1nclu~es the. key to getting a job in Europe, t~e largest Europ~an .iob se le~t 1on av~1lable, instructions, money saving 
tips and conclusive 1nformat1on making a trip to Europe (including 
transportation) possible for less than $100. 
-
The Wellesley National Bank 
Four Convenient Offices 
Wellesley SquaN Wellesley Hills 
Weston load Lower Falls 
where banldnc ia made convenient 
f« the Welle.Jey Collep Stud9"ta 
........ .,...... 0..- ....,.... '*"'* .... 
-....r r.-ni ._,.. .,__ 
- ~ -
-
Rabbi F,dward Wallne will speak will play works by Max Bruch and 
on "The Vatican Council and the Alfred Uhl. 
Jews," at 7:30 p.m. in Pendleton. · Sunday, Feb. H - Trio Italiano 
Wednesday, Feb. 17 - The Socio- performing works by Bocoherini, 
1-0gy Dept. presents the prizewinning Schubert, Margola, and Beefuoven. 
film, "The Savage Eye," at 7:30 p.m. MUS~ 
in Pendleton. 
LECl'URE 
Monday, Feb. 15 - Nathan A. Scott 
will give the Candlemas Lecture at 
4:00 p.m. , in Fulton Hall. Admission 
will be free. 
THEATRE 
Arden's "Liue Like Pigs" continues 
at the Hotel Bostonian Playhouse 
until Feb. 14. 
Jean Giraudoux's "The Madwo· 
man of C haillot'' will be at the 
Charles until March 7. 
"The Tiger and the Horse" by 
Robert Bolt will be presented by the 
Harvard Dramatic Club, Feb. 11-13 
and 17-20, at the Agassiz Theatre. 
Radcliffe Yard, Cambridge, 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday, Feb. JS - The DeCor-
dova Chamber Orchestra will give a 
program of contemporary music, fea-
ruring Divertimento for Strings by 
Bartok, Serenade for Tenor, Horn, 
and Strings by Britten, and "Talin" 
f.or viola and strings by Hovbaness, 
at Brooks School in Lincoln, Mass., 
at 8:30 p.m. 
Sunday, Feb. H - Symphony Hall 
Organ Concert, conducted by George 
Faxon, organist and choirmaster of 
Trinity Church. Tickets are $2.00, but 
seats are not reserved. The program 
includes works by Dunstable, Cler-
ambault, Pachelbel. Baoh, Purcell. 
Liszt, Durufle, Manari, and Nancy 
Plummer Faxon. The concert begins 
at 6:00 p.m. 
Concerts at the Isabella Stewart 
Gardner Museum: all at 3:00 p.m. 
'J1mrsday, Feb. 11 - Hiroko Tana-
ka Leong, pianist, will play Mozart's 
Sonata in B-flat major and Brahms' 
Variations on a Theme by Robert 
Sohwnann, F-Sharp minor, Op. 9. 
Saturday, Feb. 13 - Stephen Gun-
zenhauser, Clarinet, Marylou Speak-
er, Viola, and Myron Press, Piano, 
Emilio Hair Stylist 
CE 7-1814 
KZA Washington Street 
Wellesley Square 
"((. M. A. Greenhill presenh -~.,..~ 
· W11tl Tonya Chao,•mon & E. A. Gilbert · 
'l'he World of 
i JCU'B'J' W'EILL 
'.1 w.th MARTHA SCHLAMME 
ond WILL HOLT 
rJ .. .<..... ~· . ~ M FRIDAY AND SATURDAY li 
l1FEBRUARY 19 & 20, 8:30 P.M. 1 
~ JORDAN HALL ti M Tickets: $4, 3.25 2.10, 2.20 j 
1&z:-,,,~""""·';.,. . .& KE 6-2412 '""'"·""~~ 
The Oulrles Hopkinson Retrospec-
tive Exhibition at the Museum of 
Fine Arts will be on view until Feb. 
28, featuring bis watercolors, in addi-
tion t'O a group "Of sell-portraits in oil. 
These watercolors are less famous, 
but they do represent a fresh and 
occasionally, expressionistic outlook. 
Also during February, eXihibits of 
the recently acquired relief sculp-
tures, wine jars, funeral statuaries 
from Egypt and ~ ancient Middle 
East, and of prints and books from 
the Fontainebleau School of Frendl 
16th century art will be on display at 
t'he Fine Arts Museum. 
Grover-Cronin Galleries in Wal-
tham are showing portraits by Elaine 
de Kooning and Jack Wolle, Feb. 9 
through Marclt 6. The gallery is 
open 9:45-5:30; Wednesday and Fri-
day ni~ts until 9: 30. 
MOVIES 
How to Murder Your Wife, starring 
Jack Lemmon, continues at the Bea-
con Hill, in Boston. 
Romano Olmay's The Flancees will 
be at the Brattle until Feb. 13, with a 
prize-winning Chagall sttort. 
The Exeter is now showing Jac-
ques-Yves Cousteau's World Without 
Sun, a picture that was filmed under-
water, in color. 
The dramatic film, Sylvia, will be 
at the Astor. 
My Fair Lady will be oontiooing its 
stand at the Saxon. 
Expreimental Film Program at 
Cambridge Center for Adult Educa-
12, 8: 30 p.m. The films are Science 
tion, 42 Brattle Street, Friday, Feb. 
Friction by Stan Vanderbeeks, 0 
Dreamland by Lindsey Anderson, 
Thanatopsis by Ed Shmiller, Ritual 
In Transfigured Time by Maya De-
ren, Glimmering, by Pierre Treven-
ard, The Griffith Report by Tony 
Davies, Window Water Baby Moving 
by Stan Brakhage, and The Music 









Now Showing Ende Sat., Feb. 13 
Peter Ustinov and 
Melina Mercouri 
In "TOPKAPI" 
Sun., Mon., TueL Feb. 14-15-16 
Janet Leigh and 
Anthony Quinn 
in Alfred Hitchcock'• 
"PSYCHO" 
Wed., Thura. Fri. Sat. 
Feb. 17 to 20 
Julie Andrewa and 
Jamea Garner In 
"The Americanization of .Emily" 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SPRING SERIES AT ·BOSTON COLLEGE 
Feb. 15 NATHAN A. SCOTT, JR.: "The American Negro Writer 
and the Dialectic of Despair." 4:30 P.M. Fulton Hall. 
Feb. 23 LISA SERGIO: "New Nations at the Crossroads." 
Library Auditorium, 8 P.M. 
Feb. 25 BALLET CHAFFEE. 8 P.M., Champion Hall. 
Feb. 28 THE YALE RUSSIAN CHORUS. 8 P.M., Library 
Auditorium. 
March 4 FRANS REYNDERS, Mime. 8 P.M., Champion Hall. 
March 24 K·ENNETH HOPKINS, Reading From His Poems. 8 
P.M., McElroy, 
April 1 ROBERT SPEAIGHT: "Shakespeare in the Theatre." 
8 P.M., Library Auditorium. 
April 5 HENRY STEELE COMMGER: "The Rise and Fall of 
Southern Nationalism." 8 P.M., Library. 
.et:·:·,:··e·:·•················e···············: 
